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Measure 1 Thorough Infection Prevention
Measures (Continuation)
First, “continue to thoroughly implement basic infection prevention
measures (the wearing of masks, hand hygiene, avoidance of the three
Cs and management of your physical condition).”
These same measures can help prevention infection of new variants
as well. Even those who are vaccinated should continue to observe these
measures, as vaccinations are not 100% effective.
(1) To all Prefectural Residents
① Consider carefully any non-urgent and unnecessary outings and travel
・
Consider carefully the necessity and safety of outings and choose noncrowded places and times.
・

Consider carefully any plans for travel or return to your home region. In
particular, as far as possible avoid non-urgent and unnecessary travel to and
from regions such as Aichi Prefecture which have been designated as districts
implementing special measures to prevent further spread of infection or where
states of emergency have been declared.

② Avoid the risk of infection through moisture droplet spread
・

For eating & drinking, even in the home avoid large groups and keep it to a
short time. Do not drink heavily or speak loudly, and wear masks when you talk.
Be cautious even with your family or partner.

・

Avoid barbecues with large numbers of people other than those you live with,
even if it is outdoors or in your garden etc. as it creates the risk of long eating
times and heavy drinking.
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・

If eating outside, use business branches which are displaying “Measures
Against COVID-19 In-effect Stickers”. Avoid use of businesses which are not
thoroughly implementing infection prevention measures.

・

Make sure to wear a mask when doing karaoke, because of the high risk of
infection through moisture droplet spread. Avoid karaoke if you cannot do this.

Thorough implementation of infection prevention measures
by eating & drinking businesses and all other businesses
①

Demand for a shortening of operating hours by eating & drinking
businesses etc.
From June 21st (Monday) to July 4th (Sunday)
Eating & drinking businesses※１ and entertainment facilities etc.※２

Targeted
Businesses

Target
Areas
Demand
Contents

Compliance
Funds

(Excluding delivery & takeaway services)

※1 Eating & drinking businesses (including izakayas), cafes etc.
※2 Bars, karaoke boxes etc., which have received operating permission in
accordance with the Food Sanitation Law.
Gifu, Ogaki, Mino-kamo, Kakamigahara, Kani & Mizuho Cities
Shortening of operating hours to from 5:00AM to 21:00.
・Serving of alcohol to from 11:00AM to 20:00.
・Compliance fund payments will only be made to those complying for the entire
period.
・Payment per business branch per day:
Small & Medium Businesses: 25,000 yen to 75,000 yen
Large Businesses: Reduction in daily sales x 0.4
(Upper limit of 200,000 yen per day, or daily sales x 0.3 – whichever is smaller.
Small & Medium Businesses can also choose this option.)

② Demand for business branches with karaoke facilities to implement droplet
spread infection prevention measures (wearing of masks, partitions). If this
is not possible, demand for restraint from use of the facilities.
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